Violence affected my life when every time I walked around with my brother gangs would always stop him because they thought he was in a gang. They always wanted to start fights but they never fought because I was always there with him. Every place I went I would always see them.

When violence happens around me I feel scared and nervous I get very shakey and I didn't like going out that much with anyone. I would always tell my mother to go out with me anywhere I go. Even if I go to the store across the street gangs would be there and I would get frightened.

I believe gangs exist because some people like to be cool around other people and they want to be known. Gangs aren't good, they are very dangerous people.

If I were a mayor, cop, the president, or etc... I would talk to gangs about how it's not good and you can go to jail. I would even put up posters so they can stop jumping people. I would beg them to please stop committing. I would also talk to their
parents about gangs because many mothers and fathers don't really know about gangs. Many people in gangs kill their enemies or just someone they don't know. Then maybe parents would talk to their kids and stop them from being in gangs.

The reason I did this is because I went through a lot when all this happened. Many kids go through this something mostly in El Salvador where there's a lot of gangs. They kill a lot of people over there but I love that place with all my heart. Well this was my story because I will never forget this crazy thing it happened in my life. Hopefully I never go through this again in my whole entire life and none of my family. Hopefully no one goes through this. I wish you all good luck and I hope you enjoyed my story.
because open book exams prevent you from relying on your book only. The book is an essential reference, but you can't just recite from it. Problem-solving is what the exam is about. Therefore, you need to be able to apply the concepts learned in class to real-world problems. Even if you know the material, you might not be able to apply it if you haven't practiced applying it. The exam is a test of your ability to think critically and solve problems, not just memorize information.

I love that we have these exams. It makes me feel more confident in my knowledge. I think it's important to be tested, not just graded. It's a way to ensure that you really understand the material and can apply it. Sometimes I feel like I don't have enough time to prepare, but I know that it's important to be prepared. I think it's important to be honest with yourself about your strengths and weaknesses. I know that I have a lot to learn, but I'm excited to keep learning and growing.